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Abstract:
The Project is to manage the rapidity and way of dc motor using microcontroller and gsm modem with
safety guard. This utilizes a pulse width accent method to manage the rate of rapidity from 0% to 100%. The rate of
the speed is increase with contact-less speed performance. Speed organize is done using pulse width modulation
technique. User can send messages to organize the motor rapidity and way. A gsm modem fond of to the controlled
unit handles automatic message sending and getting development. Customer has to send the code word along with
the instructions to be restricted.GSM Modem associated to microcontroller element is utilize to organize the speed
and identify the speed live rate.
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Fig.1System Communication Architecture

4. GSM-SMS Based Monitoring:
3. GSM modem and microcontroller
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Several front-end mobile phone care policy
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such as blood stress monitor several physiological System Overview:
signals and to upload essential or abnormal

The function of this assignment is to control

physiological in sequence to healthcare center for the speed and bearing of Motor using
storage and investigation or broadcast the Microcontroller and GSM Modem with secret word
information to physicians and healthcare provider safety. This uses a Pulse Width inflection technique
for further giving out. An alert administration to manage the rapidity of motor from 0% to
machinery has been incorporated in back-end 100%.The SMS can be sent to any portable user of
healthcare centre to initiate a choice of strategies any tune source with no or least charge. This
for automatic disaster alerts after getting disaster system is premeditated using a GSM modem. The
messages or after repeatedly recognize disaster GSM modem is configured as a beneficiary. The
communication.
SMS sent by the user is printed in a exacting format.

5. Remote Monitoring using Wireless The director receives the communication and
decode it and identify the task to be done and the

Sensor Networks:

The sensor nodes commune their data from quasi- SMS established by the manager is decoded, and
static sensors, e.g., affection sensors, strain gauge the proper communication is displayed on the LCD
and seismic detectors to the base posting over the by the microcontroller.GSM Modem associated to
Zig Bee correlation. The base station process these microcontroller unit is used to direct the speed and
data and communicate them, along through any know the motor live speed. Microcontroller
alerts generated, to a number of destination over the mechanically reads the SMS communication stored
GSM/GPRS link provide by the cellular phone in the SIM card and takes compulsory action like
communications. The information is description by speed control, bearing control etc. There will be a
communication and FTP to extra attendant, via the finicky code that needs to be sent during SMS to set
Internet, at normal break or on an experience the speed and acquire the speed from the speed.
produce source. The alerts are send straight by SMS Future Scope:
text messaging and by email. Wireless sensor

In the paper low cost, secure, universally

network are the key enabler of the most reliable and available, auto-configurable, distantly prohibited
robust systems for long-term SHM and have the explanation for mechanization of unusual motors
budding to spectacularly increase community safety has been commence. The proceed discussed in this
by provided that early warning of approaching paper has been achieve the target to manage
structural hazards.

developed appliances somewhat with the GSMbased organization rewarding user needs and
rations.GSM tools proficient resolution has proved
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to be restricted distantly, provide manufacturing procedure. Reduce continuation. Fault recognition
protection has achieved the target to manage special is easy.
industrial appliances distantly using the SMS-based
organization satisfying user needs and supplies
GSM equipment capable explanation has proved to
be

proscribed

remotely,

provide

engineering

security and is cost successful as compare to the
formerly existing systems. There is a lot that can be
enhanced in this classification which completely
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To manage the rapidity of an speed by GSM
statement using restricted rapidity technique. The
applications for GSM-SMS signalling are fantastic.
Mobile SMS, cost successful signalling solutions
which require no improvement effort on the user’s
part. This signalling procedure has been functional
to a large number of organize and data connections
systems. Wireless organizes from Remote places,
Easy of function by with any transportable possible
to on/off motor. Man mistake has been compact
rapidity of motor varies simple critical remote
mobile button. Display the status of modern
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